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ABOUT

• The Saltmine Recording Studio is one of the few recording studios in Arizona.
• Described as a “Private, secure, dream come true for artists seeking a unique recording experience”
• 30 years and counting, Don Salter and the rest of Saltmine continue to help artists meet their needs

• Some of the biggest projects include a track in Lil Wayne’s *Tha Carter III*

• Don Salter shared his rise in the business where he worked in Real Estate to begin pursuing his Music Career.
FEATURED ARTISTS

- DMX, Bone Thugs N Harmony, Eve, Alicia Keys, Ludacris, Timbaland, Ne-Yo, Jonas Brothers, Soulfly, Styx, Cassidy
WHY GO?
STUDIO A: NEVE TRACKING AND LIVE CATHEDRAL ROOM

• Studio A includes:
  • - 48 Channels of 70’s Vintage Custom Nerve
  • - Pro Tools Ultimate 64 Bit with Avid 16 x 16 HDX
  • It is the combination of 4 Iso Rooms, 200+ Mic, Yamaha C7 Studio Grand Piano, and Fender Rhodes
STUDIO B: PREMIER SSL PRO TOOLS MIXING ROOM

- Studio B includes:
- Pro Tools Ultimate HD 64 Bit with Avid 16 x 16 HDX interfaces
- Fully restored SSL 6064 E G+ TR
- The space is significantly less than A resorting to just one room.
- Some licenses include: Avid Pro Tools Ultimate and Waves Studio Classic Bundle
STUDIO C: PRO TOOLS PRODUCTION ROOM

• Offers the least compared to others.
• Still includes
  • - Pro-tools 10 with Mercury and Various Waves Plugins and Autotune
Studio D includes
- SL 4056 G G+ TR Console
- Same Pro Tools as the rest and Rehearsal lounge with JBL PA system
- This space has its own bedroom, a master bedroom
- They added a pool table to “complete the vibe”
STUDIO E: OUR NEWEST ROOM

- 1300 square foot, Bungalow Studio.
- “A host of Plugins to suite your tracking and Mixing Palette”
- Described as the best party room
- It includes two bathrooms with a Roman Bath Tub.
SOURCES

- https://thesaltmine.com/about
- https://thesaltmine.com/studios
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQDQ_I3uK9A&t=972s